
 

Y7 TERM 4:  SIGNS OF CATHOLIC IDENTITY 

 

Threshold knowledge Threshold skill 
To discuss whether we agree with Plato’s way of looking at the 

world. 

To consider how Jesus comes to a person through the 

sacraments. 

To identify what takes place at an infant and believers baptism 

To know what happens in each stage of mass 

Listening and applying discussion in their own words and an 

emerging use of technical language: :  
A growth in being able to support their views with good description and 

evidence. 

Knowledge of the 7 sacraments in detail and their Symbolism in everyday 

things. 

 
To compare the different ways in which we see the world. 

To consider how Jesus comes to a person through the 

sacraments in everyday symbolism. 

To examine the meaning of baptism and Eucharist 

To know what happens in each stage of mass in detail 

Making connections between sources and explaining things in their own 

words and through linking sources of wisdom together.  

Students can explain how a religion influences a person and/or society 

Knowledge of scripture e.g. foreshadowing of baptism in the OT. 

To examine the ‘sacramental’ way in which we can 

communicate God to others 

To compare and contrast infant and believers baptism 

To understand and explain which part of mass many Catholics 

feel is the most important and why 

 

use of many parts of the Mass and their importance clearly explained: the 

benefits of Mass upon the believer 

Evaluative answers e.g. Explain why Catholics go to Mass. 

Comparison of Consecration and Holy Communion 

To explore the significance of ordinary things like oil, water and 

bread that are used within the sacraments. 

To compare and contrast infant and believers baptism 

To be able to analyse and explain the meaning of the words that 

Jesus used at the Last Supper 

To decide which is the most important part of the Mass and 

relate this very well 

AT3 skills : Making judgements at each step and building a picture of 

history, symbolism, scripture and sacrament, and reaching 

evaluations. 
Use of YouCat to show how one area of life influences another and 

contrasting with other sources of wisdom. 

Evaluative answer to: ‘The Mass should be updated.’  

Blue sky knowledge Blue sky skill 


